Introduction {#Sec00111}
============

A viral particle consists essentially of a proteinaceous capsid with multiple roles in protection of the viral genome, cell recognition and entry, intracellular trafficking and controlled uncoating. Evolutionary forces have caused viruses to adopt different strategies to achieve these goals. Simple viruses (10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_10) generally build their capsids from a number of copies of the same, or a few different proteins, organized into a symmetric oligomer. In the case of complex viruses, capsid assembly requires further elaborations. What are the main characteristics that define a structurally complex virus?

Structural complexity on a virus often, but not necessarily, derives from the need to house a large genome, in which case a larger capsid is required. However, capsid or genome sizes by themselves are not determinants of complexity. For example, flexible filamentous viruses can reach lengths in the order of microns, but most of their capsid mass is built by a single capsid protein arranged in a helical pattern \[[@CR00111]\]. On the other hand, architecturally complex viruses such as HIV have moderate sized genomes (7--10 kb of single-stranded (ss) RNA) \[[@CR00112]\]. Structurally complex viruses incorporate a larger variety of components into their capsids than simple viruses. They may contain accessory proteins with specific architectural or functional roles; or incorporate non-proteic elements such as lipids.

The elaborated composition of complex virus particles often involves a rupture of the basic symmetry rules (10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_2), from a range of symmetry mismatches in icosahedral shells, to completely asymmetric or pleomorphic capsids. The more subtle departure from symmetry is the case when identical subunits occupy similar but slightly different environments, as in the case of quasi-equivalence in icosahedral shells (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_2). In other cases, virion components with different symmetry may interact with each other, forming a *symmetry mismatch* at the interface. In the extreme case, identical components may form morphological units with no symmetry, or even assemble in a completely different manner for each realization of the virion -- this property is called *pleomorphism*. Recent advances in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) (10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_3) and X-ray crystallography (10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_4) are helping to unveil the organization of complex viruses in great detail, including features that depart from strict icosahedral symmetry. Understanding the architectural details of asymmetric capsids is the most challenging problem, since structural biology techniques heavily rely on the use of symmetries to reach high resolution detail. Cryo-electron tomography (10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_3) is helping to advance our understanding of these viruses, although the resolution currently attained is still in the 3--5 nm range.

The presence of many different elements in the virion entails an extra effort to achieve correct assembly. Accordingly, complex virus morphogenesis requires sophisticated mechanisms, tightly regulated in space and time. Here we provide a general view of all these variations in complexity, finishing with a consideration on the evolutionary insights provided by structural studies on complex viruses.

Molecular Composition of Complex Viruses {#Sec00112}
========================================

Different Proteins with Specific Roles {#Sec00113}
--------------------------------------

A characteristic feature of complex viruses is the presence of multiple proteins in the virion, playing specific architectural or functional roles during the viral cycle. For example, different proteins may occupy the sixfold and fivefold coordinated positions in the icosahedral net (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_2). The specific architectural role of proteins at the fivefold vertices is often combined with a specific functional role, as will be described in Sect. [11.3](#Sec00115){ref-type="sec"}. In icosahedral viruses with triangulation numbers T \> 1, mobile terminal regions of the capsid proteins may adopt different conformations depending on their position in the capsid. In this way they act as molecular switches, enabling the same protein to occupy the different quasi-equivalent environments (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_2). In complex viruses, these mobile arms may still exist, but they often appear combined with a variety of minor capsid proteins, required for correct assembly of the virion. These *cementing proteins* can be considered as detached molecular switches, required to modulate the variety of interactions needed for assembly and stability of a complex capsid. One case where the intricate capsid organization includes: (i) biochemically different hexameric and pentameric capsomers; (ii) a network of mobile arms; and (iii) cementing polypeptides, has recently been described in great detail: adenovirus \[[@CR00113], [@CR00114]\].

Adenoviruses infect vertebrates. They enclose their dsDNA genome within a *pseudo* T = 25 icosahedral shell with a diameter of 950 Å between vertices. Trimers of the major capsid protein, hexon, constitute all the sixfold capsomers, while the vertices are occupied by pentamers of a protein named penton base. Although there is no sequence similarity between hexon and penton base, both have a very similar fold based on the eight-stranded β-barrel motif, or "jelly roll", which allows appropriate interdigitation of the different capsomers to form the closed shell \[[@CR00115], [@CR00116]\]. Penton base folds as a single jelly roll. The hexon monomer folds as a double β-barrel jelly-roll perpendicular to the capsid surface (Fig. [11.1a](#Fig00111){ref-type="fig"}). Thanks to this fold, trimers have a pseudo-hexagonal shape and can occupy sixfold symmetry positions in the icosahedron. Each capsid facet is formed by 12 trimers of hexon. The general icosahedral architecture of adenovirus can be described as two different systems of tiles. Nine hexon trimers form the central plate of each facet, known as GON (Group of Nine). The five peripentonal hexon trimers, together with the penton base, form the second tile system, known as GOS (Group of Six) (Fig. [11.1b](#Fig00111){ref-type="fig"}). Numerous double-stranded (ds) DNA viruses share the basic jelly-roll fold in their capsid proteins and assemble capsids organized as combinations of tiles based on pentagonal and pseudo-hexagonal building blocks. In larger viruses, the tiles composed by the pentameric vertex and surrounding capsomers are known as *pentasymmetrons*, while the triangular tiles centered at the threefold icosahedral axis are called *trisymmetrons*. This efficient architectural solution facilitates construction of very large icosahedral capsids; triangulation numbers as large as T = 169 have been described, and larger ones are likely to exist \[[@CR00118], [@CR00119]\].Fig. 11.1Molecular composition of complex viruses: capsid proteins, cementing proteins, and mobile arms. (**a**) Structure of adenovirus penton base (*beige*) and hexon (*cyan*) monomers, with the β-barrel jelly roll motifs highlighted in *red*. The molecules are oriented so that the external capsid surface is up. Notice the extended N-terminal arm in penton base directed towards the interior of the virion (Unless otherwise indicated, all ribbon and surface structure representations in this chapter, as well as fullerene models, were prepared using USCF Chimera software \[[@CR00117]\]). (**b**) One penton base pentamer and the five peripentonal hexon trimers form the GOS, the adenovirus pentasymmetron. *Left*, view of the GOS from outside the capsid. *Right*, a slab showing the tight interdigitation at the base of the capsomers to close the shell. Color scheme as in (**a**). (**c**) Adenovirus capsid, seen along a threefold icosahedral axis. The GOS is colored as in (**b**), and the rest of the hexon trimers are in *gray*. These form the central plate of the icosahedral facet, termed GON, or trisymmetron in the more general terminology. In *blue*, the cementing protein polypeptide IX. (**d**) Schematics showing the location of cementing proteins in an adenovirus capsid facet. Reproduced from \[[@CR00114]\]. (**e**) Cementing proteins in the adenovirus capsid. The view is as in (**c**), with the pentons and hexons removed to reveal both the external and internal networks of accessory proteins. These are colored as in (**d**). Notice that polypeptide VI has not been traced in the high resolution structure. (**f**) Mobile arms in adenovirus hexon. Different conformations of the hexon N-terminal (*left*) and C-terminal (*right*) regions in the capsid are shown. Panels (a), (b), (c), (e) and (f) made from atomic coordinates deposited at the Protein Data Bank (PDB; Protein Data Bank is at [http://www.pdb.org](http://www.pdb.org/)) with entry ID 3IYN. (**g**) Minor capsid proteins as size determinants. The bacteriophage PRD1 "tape measure" protein P30 forms a cage beneath the capsid surface (PDB ID 1W8X). Scale bars correspond to 100 Å

In adenovirus, apart from hexon and penton base, there are at least four other proteins making up the icosahedral shell. Minor capsid proteins IIIa, VI, VIII and IX are required for correct capsid assembly and occupy specific positions in the capsid (Figs. [11.1c, d](#Fig00111){ref-type="fig"}, e), forming specialized networks that stabilize the two systems of tiles \[[@CR00113]\]. Polypeptide IX is the only cementing protein located on the outer part of the adenovirus capsid. It has an extended structure and forms a sort of hairnet keeping together the hexon trimers in each GON, and binding GONs to GONs across the icosahedral edges. The N-terminal domains of three IX monomers join *via* hydrophobic interactions at the icosahedral and local threefold axes in the GONs forming triskelion structures. A long, unstructured domain of each monomer runs in a different direction towards the facet edges, where the C-terminal α-helix joins with the C-terminal helices of another three copies of IX, different from those forming the N-terminal triskelion, to create a leucine 4-helix bundle. On the interior of the shell, each GON is further stabilized by copies of polypeptide VIII located around the icosahedral threefold symmetry axis. Also on the inner capsid surface, polypeptide IIIa mediates the interaction between penton base and the peripentonal hexons, to keep each GOS together. Finally, IIIa and VIII cooperate to bind each GOS to its five surrounding GONs. The remaining minor capsid protein, polypeptide VI, has not been unequivocally traced so far, but has been assigned to density within an internal cavity present in each hexon trimer.

Mobile regions of hexon and penton base also play a role in the extensive interaction networks in the adenovirus capsid. Due to their flexibility, these regions could not be traced in the crystal structures of the isolated proteins, but they adopt ordered conformations when they are within the capsid context. The N- and C- termini of the hexon monomer, located at the innermost part of the capsomer, adopt a total of 5 (N-) and 6 (C-) different conformations to establish interactions between neighbouring hexons, or between hexons and minor capsid proteins (Fig. [11.1f](#Fig00111){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, for each penton base monomer an N-terminal arm extends away from the β-barrels that form the main body of the protein towards the viral core, interacting with two IIIa monomers along the way, and therefore contributing to anchor the penton within the GOS. Interestingly, some of the interactions between cementing proteins and hexons, and among cementing proteins, occur by β-sheet augmentation. That is, the interaction is mediated by a β-strand from one of the proteins binding to the edge of a β-sheet in the other. This observation tells about the intricate organization of the capsid and makes us wonder about the difficulty of assembling all elements together. The fact that no high resolution structure is available for any of the minor capsid proteins in isolation suggests that they may require the virion context to fold properly.

Although in general it is understood that cementing proteins are required for correct viral assembly, it is difficult to pinpoint their exact role in morphogenesis. Some of them are dispensable for assembly, but required to reach structural stability; this is the case of adenovirus polypeptide IX \[[@CR001110]\]. Others are thought to play the role of "molecular rulers", determining capsid size. This role was proposed when the structure of bacteriophage PRD1 was solved by protein crystallography (see also 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_17). It was then found that minor capsid protein P30, required for assembly, runs beneath the icosahedral edges, from the vertex to the twofold symmetry axis. Thanks to its extended conformation, two copies of the 83-residue polypeptide can cover the 300 Å length of the capsid edge, and act as a tape measure during morphogenesis \[[@CR001111]\] (Fig. [11.1g](#Fig00111){ref-type="fig"}). A further complication for determining the role of minor virion components in assembly comes from the fact that, in keeping with the genetic economy principle, they often play other roles different from the purely architectural one during the viral cycle. A remarkable example of this phenomenon is illustrated by adenovirus polypeptide VI \[[@CR00114]\]. This protein is involved in disrupting the endosomal membrane, so that the virus can escape into the cytosol after internalization. It also has a role in facilitating virion traffic to the nucleus along the microtubular network; acts as an activator of the adenoviral gene expression; and promotes transport of newly synthesized hexon to the nucleus. Finally, a C-terminal peptide of polypeptide VI activates the viral protease for maturation.

Other additional proteins may be incorporated to the viral particles and play fundamental roles for viability. Elucidating the organization of these additional components within the virion is not straightforward, since they usually do not follow defined symmetry rules, and their disposition may even change between particles of the same virus. Notable examples are viral proteases, such as the maturation protease VP24 in herpesvirus \[[@CR001112]\], or the adenoviral protease AVP \[[@CR00114]\]; and molecular motors involved in nucleic acid translocation, such as dsDNA packaging ATPases in bacteriophage and herpesviruses \[[@CR001113], [@CR001114]\], or the dsRNA packaging ATPase in cystoviruses (bacteriophage Φ6) \[[@CR001115]\]. Viruses with RNA genomes must carry their own replication and transcription enzymes, to supply RNA metabolism functions absent in the cell \[[@CR001116]\]. Viruses that carry out their replication in the cytosol (*e.g*., vaccinia) must also supply DNA and RNA processing enzymes whose cellular counterparts are only present in the nucleus \[[@CR001117]\]. Some dsDNA viruses encapsidate basic proteins that help screen the nucleic acid charge repulsion, to facilitate compaction of the genome within the reduced capsid space. These basic proteins can be of cellular origin, such as in Simian Virus 40, which uses histones to pack its minichromosome \[[@CR001118]\]. Baculovirus \[[@CR001119]\], adenovirus \[[@CR001120]\], mimivirus \[[@CR001121]\] and poxviruses \[[@CR001117]\] encode their own DNA compacting proteins. The genomes of negative strand ssRNA viruses usually appear in the form of ribnucleoproteic structures \[[@CR001122]\]. More information on the packaging motors and on the organization of nucleic acids within viral capsids can be found in 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12.

Membranes {#Sec00114}
---------

Apart from the genome and structural proteins, a large number of viruses incorporate lipidic layers into their architecture. Lipid bilayers (membranes) are widely extended in biological entities such as cells and organelles, and are ideally suited for enclosing a defined volume and separating it from neighboring compartments or the surrounding environment. This is the same function they play in viral capsids. For viruses, membranes are particularly advantageous, since they can readily be taken from the cell, are highly scalable in size, and do not consume coding space in the genome. More detail on how viruses sequester cell membranes for their own use can be found in 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_14.

Viruses with external membranes are called *enveloped viruses*. Envelopes form a protective layer, blocking entry of aggressive chemicals or enzymes into the viral particle. They are composed not only by lipids but also by protein and sugars (glycoproteins). An implication of this arrangement is that in enveloped viruses infectivity is linked to membrane integrity, because the viral attachment proteins which recognize the host cell receptors and trigger internalization are in the viral envelope. Such is the case of influenza virus hemaglutinins \[[@CR001123]\], or Env proteins in retroviruses \[[@CR00112]\]. In the simpler enveloped viruses, such as Alphaviruses, the glycoproteins completely cover the lipid surface and follow the same icosahedral organization as the inner shell (T = 4) \[[@CR001124]\]. In other cases, such as retroviruses or herpesviruses (Fig. [11.2a](#Fig00112){ref-type="fig"}), the structure directly in contact with the genome (nucleocapsid or capsid) is not in contact with the membrane, and the organization of glycoprotein spikes is irregular and does not reflect the organization of the virion inner contents \[[@CR001125], [@CR001126]\].Fig. 11.2Viruses with lipid bilayers. (**a**) Slice of a cryo-electron tomography reconstruction of herpes simplex virus-1 showing the icosahedral capsid (*c*), tegument (*t*), membrane (*m*) and glycoprotein spikes (*s*). Scale bar, 1,000 Å (Modified from \[[@CR001125]\]). (**b**) Bacteriophage PRD1 has an internal membrane (*m*) that adopts an icosahedral profile due to interactions with capsid proteins (*arrows*). Shown is a slab of the cryo-EM map deposited at the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB; Electron Microscopy Data Bank is at <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/emdb/>) with ID EMD_1013, viewed along a twofold icosahedral axis. The scale bar corresponds to 100 Å

The membrane can also be located beneath the icosahedral shell, such as in Tectiviruses (PRD1) and structurally related viruses \[[@CR001111], [@CR001124]\]. In these cases, the membrane itself adopts an icosahedral layout forced by interactions with the capsid proteins (Fig. [11.2b](#Fig00112){ref-type="fig"}). In PRD1, some of the mobile arms in its major capsid protein are embedded in the outer leaflet of the membrane, contributing to enforce the icosahedral shape \[[@CR001111]\]. Icosahedral viruses with internal membranes have a large complement of virion-encoded membrane proteins: approximately half of the 18 proteins present in the PRD1 virion are membrane proteins \[[@CR001127]\]. The membrane in PRD1 can undergo a large conformational change and protrude forming a tube from one of the vertices. It has been proposed that this tube has a function in injecting the viral genome into the host cell, similar to that played by tail structures in other bacteriophages \[[@CR001128]\] (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_17).

Some of the most architecturally complex viruses are enveloped. For example, herpesviruses have a T = 16 icosahedral capsid (1,500 Å in diameter), formed by one major capsid protein and several accessory proteins. This capsid is surrounded by a thick tegument layer, containing at least 13 different viral proteins and also some cellular components. Capsid and tegument are enveloped by a membrane with more than 12 different types of viral glycoproteins \[[@CR001112], [@CR001125]\]. Large dsDNA viruses infecting aquatic eukaryotic microorganisms, including the giant *Acanthamoeba polyphaga* Mimivirus (diameter \~750 nm), have internal membranes like bacteriophage PRD1 \[[@CR001121], [@CR001129]\]. Asfarviruses (African swine fever virus, diameter \~200 nm) have both an internal membrane surrounded by an icosahedral shell and a loose external envelope \[[@CR001130]\]. Other examples of complex, lipid-containing viruses will be described in Sect. [11.4](#Sec001110){ref-type="sec"}.

Departures from Symmetry in Quasi-Icosahedral Capsids {#Sec00115}
=====================================================

Layers with Different T Numbers {#Sec00116}
-------------------------------

In Sect. [11.2.2](#Sec00114){ref-type="sec"}, it was pointed out that viruses could be organized in multiple layers, intercalating protein (ordered or not) and lipids. In other cases such as adenovirus, multiple cementing proteins combine to form a single icosahedral capsid, while additional components (*e.g*., dsDNA condensing proteins) do not show any symmetrical organization. In yet another instance, concentric icosahedral protein shells are formed. Remarkably, these shells may have different triangulation numbers, including some not predicted by the theory of quasi-equivalence. This type of organization is most prominently present in the dsRNA Reoviruses.

Rotaviruses and mammalian orthoreoviruses are the best characterized members of the *Reoviridae* family \[[@CR001116]\]. The mature rotavirus virion has a diameter of approximately 100 nm, and is organized in three concentric layers composed by four different proteins (Fig. [11.3](#Fig00113){ref-type="fig"}). The innermost layer, or core shell, is formed by 120 molecules of protein VP2. Because of the number of protein monomers in this shell, it is described as having a T = 2 triangulation number, a conformation not allowed in the Caspar and Klug formalism \[[@CR001131]\] (10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_2). In fact, the VP2 monomers adopt two different conformations to yield a T = 1 icosahedron of asymmetric dimers. VP2 works as a platform for assembly of the next layer, formed by 260 trimers of protein VP6 in a T = 13 lattice. VP6 must be able to adopt not only the different conformations required for the T = 13 quasi-equivalence requirements, but also those extra ones required to compensate for the symmetry mismatch with the VP2 layer. The third, and outermost layer, is also a T = 13 icosahedron composed by 260 trimers of glycoprotein VP7, plus 60 spikes formed by trimers of VP4 that protrude from peripentonal positions. The VP4 spikes must be proteolytically cleaved for the virus to be infectious. Remarkably, after cleavage the fragments remain non-covalently associated on the virion surface, but undergo an intriguing conformational modification, changing from a trimeric arrangement to a mixture of trimeric, dimeric and monomeric associations. The VP1 and VP3 transcription enzymes are also part of the virion, and are located beneath the core shell surface.Fig. 11.3Multiple layered viruses: rotavirus capsid architecture. Panels (**a**) to (**e**) show the consecutive building layers of the mature rotavirus virion. (**a**) Only one type of VP2 monomer in the core shell is represented. (**b**) The VP2 core shell, a T = 1 particle formed by asymmetric dimers. (**c**) The intermediate T = 13 VP6 layer. (**d**) VP7 glycoprotein layer. (**e**) The complete virion with VP4 spikes. (**f**) Cut out representation of the virion depicting the layered organization. The view is along a fivefold icosahedral symmetry axis. The scale bar represents 100 Å. Figure prepared using atomic coordinates from PDB IDs 3N09 and 3IYU

The orthoreovirus capsid is also triple layered, and shares architectural similarities with rotavirus, namely the mismatch between "T = 2" and T = 13 symmetries. However, the composition is more complex, with six different proteins instead of four. The major differences appear in the outermost layers, probably reflecting differences in the viral entry mechanism. Instead of having 60 short spikes distributed in the icosahedral facet, orthoreovirus displays large turreted structures combined with a long, flexible fiber in each of the 12 vertices.

Why do viruses have different layers? As in the case of membranes, protein layers help to separate different compartments, and most likely also different functions along the infectious cycle. dsRNA viruses need to keep their genome confined within the core shell at all times during infection, to protect it from aggressions by cellular nucleases, and to prevent antiviral reactions triggered by accumulation of dsRNA. In rotavirus, the double layered particle formed by VP2 and VP6 is the transcriptionally competent form of the virus. The external layers carry the viral components in charge of initial interaction with the host: recognition, attachment and entry. These are shed once entry into a new host cell has been accomplished \[[@CR001132]\]. In reovirus however, the turrets are not lost upon entry like the other external layers, but form part of the double layered, transcriptionally active form of the virus \[[@CR001133]\].

Symmetry Mismatches {#Sec00117}
-------------------

In the previous section, we have seen that in reoviruses there is a symmetry mismatch between two concentric shells with different triangulation numbers. Nevertheless, the two layers still follow icosahedral symmetry, and therefore it has been possible to study their organization at a very detailed level. Symmetry mismatches (two elements with different symmetries in direct interaction) are frequent in icosahedral viral structures, particularly at the vertices, where proteins involved in genome translocation or host attachment reside. Solving the organization of mismatched features represents a remarkable challenge for structural biology techniques, due to the predominance of icosahedral symmetry in the complete virion that obscures them. In the *Cystoviridae* representative bacteriophage Φ6, a hexameric ssRNA packaging ATPase occupies multiple fivefold vertices of the empty procapsid \[[@CR001115]\]. In dsDNA bacteriophages, 12-fold portal structures occupy one of the vertices (Sect. [11.3.4](#Sec00119){ref-type="sec"} and Chaps. 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12 and 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_17). Host recognition elements often take the shape of elongated fibers protruding from the fivefold capsomers. The oligomerization state and number of fibers per vertex varies, and is usually at odds with the pentameric architecture of the capsomers.

In human adenoviruses, a trimer of the fiber forms a non-covalent complex with a pentamer of penton base (Fig. [11.4a](#Fig00114){ref-type="fig"}). The C-terminal domain of fiber is the main player in trimerization and forms the distal knob, responsible for binding to the adenovirus primary receptor. The knob is followed by a shaft of variable length and flexibility, depending on the serotype. The knob domain has an eight-stranded β-sandwich fold similar to that of the major capsid protein, and the shaft forms a triple β-spiral \[[@CR001136]\]. Finally, the N-terminal region is responsible for binding to penton base. At the proximal part the shaft becomes frayed and three flexible N-terminal peptides spread out to attach to the penton base pentamer. The crystal structure of penton base in complex with an N-terminal fiber peptide \[[@CR00115]\] showed the peptide bound to a groove on the outer surface of the pentamer formed by the interface between two penton base monomers, reaching radially from the penton center to the outer rim. Five peptides were observed with equivalent density, implying that all fiber binding sites are equivalent. Therefore, in the virus the three N-terminal tails may adopt two different arrangements: either they occupy three consecutive grooves, or two of them are in neighboring binding sites and the third one is flanked by two empty grooves. In the recently solved cryo-EM atomic structure of the complete virion, density for the proximal part of the fiber shaft was observed protruding from the center of the penton base pentamer \[[@CR00113], [@CR001137]\]. Density for the fiber shaft is blurred by the enforced fivefold symmetry, but it could be observed that its base interacts with a hydrophobic ring at the rim of a narrow channel in the center of the penton. This hydrophobic interaction may allow relative rotation of fiber on penton to accommodate the symmetry mismatch, while the N-terminal tails secure the binding to the penton groves. Fiber binding to the adenovirus receptor in the cell results in its release from the capsid, which in turn induces a cooperative conformational change in the penton base pentamer. This change is thought to play a role in preparing pentons for release at a later stage of adenovirus entry and uncoating \[[@CR00114]\].Fig. 11.4Symmetry mismatches and singular vertices. (**a**) Adenovirus vertex complex, composed by pentameric penton base (compare with Fig. 1a and b) and the trimeric fiber (knob and distal shaft from PDB ID 1QIU, rest of the shaft modeled). In *red*, three N-terminal fiber peptides bound to penton base (PDB ID 3IZO). *Left*: *side view*; *center*, *oblique view*; *right*, *top view* of the penton base with the fiber shaft and knob removed to highlight the position of the N-terminal fiber peptides. (**b**) A model for the double fiber complex in bacteriophage PRD1 vertex. *Top*: high resolution structures of trimeric P5 and monomeric P2 fitted to a cryo-EM reconstruction of the vertex region (*side view*). The *arrow* indicates variability in the position of P2. Bottom: a model of the complex interactions between the three vertex components. P31 forms the fivefold capsomers (pentons) in PRD1. This study showed that the two fibers interact with each other at the icosahedral capsid level, and that P2 can move relatively to P5 (Reproduced from \[[@CR001134]\]. With permission). (**c**) The PBCV-1 capsid (EMDB ID EMD_1597) showing the special vertex with a spike, and (**d**), a central slab where the asymmetry in internal contents can be appreciated. Color key indicates color changes with map radius. (**e**) 3D map of the Mimivirus capsid (EMDB ID EMD_5039) showing the starfish feature (*red*). (**f**) Slice of a tomographic reconstruction showing a Mimivirus particle within a phagosome. The viral membrane is extruded through the open stargate (Modified from \[[@CR001135]\]. Scale bars represent 100 Å in panels (**a**) and (**b**); 200 Å in (**c**) and (**d**); and 1,000 Å in (**e**) and (**f**)

In orthoreovirus, the receptor binding protein σ1 also forms a flexible trimeric spike attached to the fivefold turret \[[@CR001116], [@CR001138]\]. Intriguingly, some viruses can hold two fibers attached to the same vertex: this is the case of fowl adenovirus type-1, where two fibers of different length can be observed bound to the same penton base \[[@CR001139]\]. Bacteriophage PRD1 also has two different spikes (proteins P2 and P5) attached to a single pentamer of the vertex protein P31 (Fig. [11.4b](#Fig00114){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, in PRD1 each spike has a different oligomerization state. P5 is a trimer resembling the structure of the adenovirus fiber; while the other, P2, is a monomer with a pseudo-β propeller head. The role of each spike in PRD1 host recognition and attachment is not fully clarified \[[@CR001127], [@CR001134]\] (see also 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_17).

The biological significance of these symmetry mismatches has long intrigued virologists. For the dodecameric nucleic acid packaging motors, the mismatch may allow conformational changes required for the translocation function (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12). In the case of host recognition fibers, it is possible that the mismatch facilitates flexibility to scan for and attach to the viral receptor, as well as fiber removal upon binding, a step required to initiate the cascade of signals in both cell and virion for appropriate entry and/or genome delivery.

Special Vertices {#Sec00118}
----------------

Special (or singular) vertices have been found in many icosahedral dsDNA viruses. Singular vertices play key roles in genome packaging and ejection; they may also represent initial or final points in the assembly pathway of the shell. They represent a rupture of icosahedral symmetry (one vertex different from the other 11), and often include a symmetry mismatch (protein with non-fivefold symmetry occupying a fivefold coordinated position in the icosahedral net). Dodecameric proteins involved in genome packaging are found in a single vertex in tailed bacteriophages (see Sect. [11.3.4](#Sec00119){ref-type="sec"}, and 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12), as well as in herpesviruses \[[@CR001113], [@CR001114]\]. The best characterized case of special vertex is the portal in tailed bacteriophages, which connects the icosahedral head with the conspicuous tail that is characteristic of this viral family.

Giant dsDNA viruses infecting eukaryotic microorganisms also have singular vertices. *Paramecium bursaria Chlorella* virus-1 (PBCV-1) has a 190 nm diameter icosahedral capsid surrounding a lipid bilayer and dsDNA genome. A 250 Å long spike protrudes from one of the capsid vertices \[[@CR00118]\] (Figs. [11.4c, d](#Fig00114){ref-type="fig"}). The peripentonal capsomers around the singular vertex seem to be structurally different from the rest. A ring-shaped density is observed near the singular vertex inside the capsid, which may correspond to a portal structure involved in genome packaging; however, there is no indication of symmetry mismatch between the fivefold vertex and this ring \[[@CR001129]\]. The spike is too thin to be used as a DNA ejection tube; besides PBCV-1 is thought to deliver its genome into the host by fusion of the internal membrane with the host one. It has been proposed that the function of the PBCV-1 spike is to puncture the cell wall to initiate the fusion process. The capsid side holding the spike is disassembled upon attachment to the host \[[@CR001129]\].

The giant Mimivirus has a 500 nm large icosahedral capsid structurally related to those of adenovirus, bacteriophage PRD1, and PBCV-1, covered by 125 nm long fibers. Early images of Mimivirus showed a starfish-shape feature with five arms reaching from one of the vertices to the five neighbouring ones (Fig. [11.4e](#Fig00114){ref-type="fig"}). The arms of the starfish are inserted between adjacent facets, opening a gap between them. The starfish is an independent macromolecular assembly that remains together when detached from the virion \[[@CR001121]\], and is the only part of the capsid not covered by fibers. When Mimivirus enters the cell by phagocytosis, a remarkable structural change occurs, whereby the five icosahedral facets in contact with the starfish feature open, leading to the structure called "stargate" \[[@CR001135]\]. The internal viral membrane is extruded through the stargate, to fuse with the phagosome membrane and release the viral DNA into the cytosol (Fig. [11.4f](#Fig00114){ref-type="fig"}). Tailed phages use their special vertex both for genome packaging and delivery (Sect. [11.3.4](#Sec00119){ref-type="sec"}; Chaps. 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_17). In Mimivirus however, the stargate vertex is used for genome delivery, but not for packaging, which occurs instead *via* an aperture located in the icosahedral facet.

Remarkably, the asymmetry originated by the singular vertex in both PBCV-1 and Mimivirus reflects in an asymmetry of the internal virion contents \[[@CR00118], [@CR001121]\]. The viral genome and surrounding membrane do not occupy the full internal volume of the capsid. Rather, a gap exists between the DNA core and the side of the capsid containing the special vertex. This gap forms a pocket where viral enzymes required for cell membrane penetration may be contained. It may also contain structural elements required to precisely determine the asymmetric location and shape of the genome within the virion. However, these elements have not been identified or imaged so far.

Other viruses, such as PRD1 or adenovirus, have been reported to have singular vertices, based on genetic, biochemical and immunolabeling assays \[[@CR001140], [@CR001141]\]. However, for these viruses no structural information on the singular vertex is available yet, possibly due to the lack of large conspicuous features (such as tails) that would help calculation of three-dimensional (3D) maps without imposing full icosahedral symmetry.

The Extreme Case: Heads, Tails and Baseplates (Tailed Phages) {#Sec00119}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Tailed bacteriophages (order *Caudovirales*) are among the best described and more complex of the non-enveloped viruses. Their virions are composed by several functionally specialized morphological units, arranged according to different symmetries and connected *via* multiple symmetry mismatches (see also 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_17).

Bacteriophage capsids (heads) contain the dsDNA viral genome. They are icosahedrally ordered, but details vary among the different viruses. For example, HK97 or T7 phages have a strictly icosahedral head with a T = 7 net and a single major capsid protein occupying both the sixfold and fivefold coordinated positions. Others, like T4, have elongated, prolate icosahedral heads; two different proteins form the hexameric and pentameric capsomers, and several minor proteins are located at specific positions on the head surface \[[@CR001142]\] (Fig. [11.5a](#Fig00115){ref-type="fig"}). One of the 12 vertices in the head is different from the other 11. Instead of a regular penton, it contains the portal structure or connector. This specialized structure is critical during assembly, since it contains the machinery needed to select the viral genome and pump it into the head (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12). In addition, it links the head to the feature that differentiates these viral families: the tail.Fig. 11.5Structure of tailed bacteriophages. (**a**) Bacteriophage T4 virion. The structures of the head and tail/baseplate have been solved separately, and merged to compose a representation of the complete virion. The tail is shown in its extended conformation (Modified from \[[@CR001143], [@CR001144]\]. With permission). (**b**) 3D map of the bacteriophage T7 procapsid, showing the internal core complex. The plots show the dominant symmetry for each core region (Reproduced from \[[@CR001145]\]. With permission). Diameter of the T7 procapsid = 510 Å

Bacteriophages in the *Caudovirales* order are further classified in three groups, depending on the tail morphology: long, contractile (*Myoviridae*); long, non-contractile (*Siphoviridae*); and short, non-contractile (*Podoviridae*). In *Myoviridae* (representative: T4), the tail is composed by two layers of protein, one of them (the outer one) contractile \[[@CR001146]\] (Fig. [11.5a](#Fig00115){ref-type="fig"}). The tail connects the head to a distal structure called the baseplate, formed by at least 16 different proteins in T4. Fibers with different lengths protrude from the baseplate; fibers may also be present at the portal region and the icosahedral head. In siphoviruses (representative: phage λ), the tail lacks the outer contractile sheath. Research on the structure of non-contractile tails has unveiled a crucial structural element: the tape measure protein, whose length determines that of the tail by limiting the stacking of tail protein rings to a defined number. The baseplate composition is variable among the different viruses in this family, with some having only a simpler element called the tail tip complex. Fibers project both laterally from the periphery or longitudinally from the very the tip of the tail tip complex \[[@CR001147]\]. Podoviruses (representatives: T7, P22) have short tails, with a fiber complement that may include long, thin fibers (T7) or thick spikes (P22) \[[@CR001148]\]. Fibers, tails and baseplates or tail tips form the complex machinery required to initiate infection by recognizing and attaching to the host, and delivering the viral genome through the many layers protecting the bacterial cell (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_17).

Tailed bacteriophages deviate from the icosahedral symmetry due to their conspicuous genome delivery apparatus; additionally, they are a compendium of symmetry mismatches. Icosahedral (prolate or not) heads have a singular vertex where a fivefold symmetric capsomer is replaced by a 12-fold ring of the portal protein \[[@CR001113]\]. The portal complex is connected to the tail, which in general follows sixfold symmetry along the tube and baseplate. In the case of myoviruses however, a further mismatch may exist, since the contractile sheath presents helical symmetry, and it is not yet clear if the inner tube follows the arrangement of the sheath or the sixfold symmetry observed in non-contractile tails \[[@CR001146]\]. Additionally, some podoviruses such as T7, incorporate an internal proteic structure referred to as the core. This structure grows from the portal vertex towards the capsid center, and is thought to serve as a spindle for wrapping the DNA. In T7, the core presents eightfold and fourfold symmetries \[[@CR001145]\] (Fig. [11.5b](#Fig00115){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, another symmetry mismatch may appear when the packaging motor binds to the portal vertex in the prohead during encapsidation. Reported oligomeric states for components of packaging motors include pentamers (T4 gp17, Φ29 pRNA), octamers (SF6 small terminase) and tetramers (λ terminase). However, for some of these motors it is not clear if the oligomerization states found in recombinant proteins are the same than in the prohead (immature capsid) context \[[@CR001113]\].

Asymmetric Virus Particles {#Sec001110}
==========================

Brick-Shaped Viruses {#Sec001111}
--------------------

Poxviruses are large, enveloped dsDNA viruses apparently lacking any kind of high order symmetry in their capsids. The representative of the poxvirus family is vaccinia virus (Fig. [11.6a](#Fig00116){ref-type="fig"}). The complex composition, large size, and asymmetric organization; plus the sensitivity of these viruses to the different preservation methodologies for EM, have caused the architecture of vaccinia to be a subject of debate for a long time. To complicate things even more, vaccinia virions exist in three different infectious forms carrying a different number of envelopes: mature virions, wrapped virions, and extracellular virions. The mature virion of vaccinia is a brick-shaped enveloped particle with approximate dimensions 350 × 250 × 150 nm (varying depending on the imaging technique used), composed by at least 75 different proteins \[[@CR001117]\]. Mature virions are intracellular forms of the viral particle. Wrapped virions are also found in the cells, and consist of mature virions surrounded by two additional membranes derived from the Golgi cisternae. Wrapped virions leave the cell by fusing with the cell membrane, leaving one of their envelopes behind, to produce the extracellular virion.Fig. 11.6Asymmetric and pleomorphic viruses. (**a**) Cryo-electron tomography reconstruction of mature vaccinia virions. *Top*: central section showing two virions in different orientations. *Bottom*: Central section of a virion where the dumbbell shape of the core can be appreciated. The bar represents 2,000 Å (Reproduced from \[[@CR001149]\]. With permission). (**b**) Structure of HIV CA protein assembled as a pentamer (*left*; PDB ID 3P05) or a hexamer (*right*; PDB ID 3H4E). (**c**) Example of fullerene-like objects generated from 12 pentamers and a variable number of hexamers

The 200 kbp genome of vaccinia is contained in a core with an elongated dumbbell shape, surrounded by a protein capsule (core wall). The core also contains a variety of viral enzymes involved in RNA metabolism, required for the virus to replicate in the cytosol. The outer part of the core wall has striated appearance (palisade layer) while the inner part is smooth. It is not known if these different appearances are due to the existence of two chemically different layers or if there is only one asymmetrically organized layer. The extremes of the dumbbell rest adjacent to the envelope, while the central part is surrounded by electron-dense material (lateral bodies) of unknown function. *In vitro* disruption studies suggest that the dsDNA in the core is in complex with condensing proteins \[[@CR001150]\]. However, the condensing proteins have not been identified yet.

Pleomorphic Viruses {#Sec001112}
-------------------

Pleomorphic viruses not only do not follow high symmetry rules when forming the infectious particle, but may even adopt a wide range of sizes, shapes and composition from particle to particle, making each virion unique. Because of their intrinsic variability, the structural organization of pleomorphic viruses cannot be deduced from structural biology techniques based on averaging data from many identical virions, such as X-ray crystallography or cryo-EM analyses. The advent of electron tomography to visualize single virus particles (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_3) has started to reveal the architectural details of this kind of macromolecular machines, which includes many important pathogens for humans. Examples of pleomorphic viruses include retroviruses (HIV); orthomyxoviruses (influenza); coronaviruses (SARS-coronavirus); and paramyxoviruses (measles) \[[@CR00112], [@CR001151]--[@CR001153]\]. In addition, atomic force microscopy can be used for surface visualization of any kind of single virus particles (see 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_8) and holds great potential for imaging pleomorphic viruses in liquid, in close to physiological conditions. Possible deformations by adhesion to a solid base should be, however, considered in this case.

Pleomorphism is most pronounced among enveloped viruses, since the lipid envelope readily adapts different shapes and sizes. But also proteins with a tendency to form symmetric aggregations can give rise to pleomorphic capsids. The capsid protein of retroviruses (CA) can assemble into either hexamers or pentamers, in much the same way as capsid proteins of icosahedral viruses (Fig. [11.6b](#Fig00116){ref-type="fig"}). Recombinant CA forms only hexamers in certain conditions, giving rise to tubular oligomers or flat, ordered sheets; while when pentameric oligomerization is enforced, T = 1 icosahedral particles are formed \[[@CR001154], [@CR001155]\]. However, when CA hexamers and pentamers associate to form the closed mature capsid that contains the nucleocapsid complex including the ssRNA genome, they do it in such manner that the pentamers are not distributed regularly within the hexamer lattice. Even if a fixed number of 12 pentamers is incorporated into each capsid, the asymmetry of their distribution results in asymmetrical structures that can adopt shapes ranging from roughly spherical to roughly conical, and can be modeled using the geometrical principles governing fullerene cones (Fig. [11.6c](#Fig00116){ref-type="fig"}).

A Glimpse of the Weird Shapes of Archaeal Viruses {#Sec001113}
-------------------------------------------------

In the last years numerous new microorganisms living in extreme environments have been described, and with them their corresponding infecting viruses \[[@CR001156]\]. The most abundant repertoire of archaeal viruses reported so far is that of dsDNA viruses. Only a few ssDNA archaeal viruses have been described, enclosing their genome in pleomorphic enveloped particles \[[@CR001157]\]. It is still not clear if RNA archaeal viruses exist \[[@CR001158]\]. Some dsDNA viruses infecting archaea follow the general architectural types previously known for bacterial and eukaryotic viruses. For example, *Sulfolobus* turreted icosahedral virus (STIV), *Haloharcula hispanica* SH1, or *Salisaeta* icosahedral phage 1 (SSIP-1) \[[@CR001159]\] are icosahedral, tailless viruses with an internal membrane, structurally similar to bacteriophage PRD1 \[[@CR001111]\] or the algae virus PBCV-1 \[[@CR00118]\]. Some archaeal viruses with tailed bacteriophage morphologies have also been reported \[[@CR001156]\].

Intriguingly, other viral families discovered in archaea are unique to this branch of life, with morphologies never observed before (Fig. [11.7](#Fig00117){ref-type="fig"}). According to their overall organization, they are classified into fusiform, droplet or bottle-shaped, and linear viruses. Within each class, viruses with different genome types, sizes, and bearing no sequence similarity can be found. Fusiform viruses are very abundant in habitats dominated by archaeal microorganisms. They have spindle-shaped virions with tails of variable length protruding from the spindle poles. One fusiform virus, *Acidianus* two-tailed virus (ATV) not only has an unusual shape, but is able to assemble new structural features after leaving the host cell. When propagated at temperatures slightly suboptimal for its host (75 °C), isolated virions look like \~0.2 μm long lemons. However, when temperature is raised in the absence of the host cell, these viruses grow two filamentous tails of variable lengths, one from each pole. This is the only known example of a virus with extracellular assembly, but it is likely that others exist \[[@CR001160]\]. The tails end in an anchor-like structure, thought to be involved in attachment to the host.Fig. 11.7Examples of archeoviruses with unusual shapes. (**a**) From *right* to *left*: extracellular elongation of the two tails in the fusiform ATV virion. (**b**) Bottle-shaped and (**c**) droplet-shaped viruses. (**d**) A Lipothrixvirus representative (AFV-1) with claw-shaped structures at both ends (Panel (**a**) reproduced from \[[@CR001160]\]; (**b**), (**c**) and (**d**) reproduced from \[[@CR001156]\]. With permission). Scale bars represent 100 nm

*Acidianus* bottle-shaped virus (ABV) and *Sulfolobus neozelandicus* droplet-shaped virus (SNDV) are the only known members of the two viral families termed *Ampullaviridae* and *Guttaviridae* \[[@CR001156]\]. The enveloped ABV virion contains a conical core formed by a supercoiled nucleoprotein filament. A brush of short filaments protrudes from the bottom of the bottle, but host attachment seems to occur at the opposite side of the virion. Little is known about the architecture of the SNDV virion, except for its droplet shape and the presence of a tuft of long fibers at its narrower pole. Finally, linear archaeal viruses can form stiff rods (*Rudiviridae*) or flexible filaments (*Lipothrixviridae*). Rudiviruses are relatively simple in composition, with no envelope and only a few proteins arranged in particles of variable length, usually related to that of the genome. Lipothrixviruses are enveloped, and the ends of their filamentous capsids are capped with structures of varied shapes (spider legs, pincers, bottle brushes), probably involved in attachment to the host.

Sophisticated Regulation of Assembly and Maturation {#Sec001114}
===================================================

In simple viruses, assembly can occur either in a single step where the newly replicated nucleic acid associates with capsid protein subunits during co-assembly, or in a two-step process where an empty capsid is assembled first and the viral nucleic acid is packaged afterwards (see Chaps. 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_10, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12). For complex viruses, putting together the many different pieces in their proper places at the appropriate time requires elaborated regulation of the morphogenesis process. In the following sections we discuss some of the strategies used by viruses to achieve assembly of complex capsids. The additional steps required by enveloped viruses to coordinate assembly of proteic elements with recruitment of membranes from the cell will be described in 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_14.

Separate Assembly Lines {#Sec001115}
-----------------------

In viruses with complex chemical composition, the different morphological components are often built separately, forming subassemblies that will be later put together along carefully regulated pathways. Some of these subassembly reactions may also require chaperones, either of cellular or viral origin, as is also the case for some simpler viruses (10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_10). For example, in adenovirus, capsid protein oligomers are formed in the cytosol before being transported to the nucleus, where viral assembly takes place. This preassembly step includes hexon trimerization, which requires a viral chaperone (L4 100K) \[[@CR001161]\]; and piecing together the vertex complex, composed by a pentamer of penton base bound to a trimer of the fiber protein \[[@CR00114]\]. In adenovirus, however, the precise temporal order of incorporation of major and minor capsid proteins is not yet understood. Similarly, in herpesvirus hexamers and pentamers of the major capsid protein VP25 are formed previous to particle assembly.

The best described examples of subassembly formation and integration into a virion come from the order *Caudovirales*, more specifically from the *Myoviridae* prototype bacteriophage T4 \[[@CR001142]\]. In these long tailed bacteriophages, the head, fibers, and tail form separately (Fig. [11.8](#Fig00118){ref-type="fig"}). Bacteriophage T4 head assembly starts from an initiation complex containing the portal protein gp20 bound to a cellular membrane. This complex recruits the components of a scaffolding core composed by eight different types of viral proteins, among them the main scaffolding protein gp22 and the viral protease (gp21). This core will later be coated by the hexameric and pentameric capsomers (gp23 and gp24) to form the procapsid, or prohead. Once coating is complete, gp21 is activated and cleaves all components of the procapsid except the portal protein. The prohead is detached from the membrane and most of the cleaved peptides exit the particle, opening the way for entry of the viral genome. Genome packaging leads to the large structural rearrangements involved in capsid maturation (Sect. [11.5.3](#Sec001117){ref-type="sec"} and 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_13), to produce the head in its final form. Finally, the head completion (or neck) proteins gp13, gp14, gp2 and gp4 attach to the portal to form the interface between the head and the tail.Fig. 11.8Separate assembly lines. Schematic depiction of the complex bacteriophage T4 morphogenesis pathway (Reproduced from \[[@CR001142]\]. With permission)

The tail is in turn formed from several preassembled pieces. For contractile tails, the baseplate is assembled first, and used as a seeding point for assembly of the inner tube and contractile sheath. In bacteriophage T4, tail assembly involves 19 different proteins and seven viral chaperones. To form the T4 baseplate, proteins gp6, gp7, gp8, gp10, gp11, gp25 and gp53 assemble in the form of hetero-oligomeric wedges. Six wedges bind around a central hub containing gp5 and gp27. Proteins gp9 and gp12 (the short tail fiber) are then inserted at the gaps between wedges, and the interface between wedges and hub is sealed by proteins gp48 and gp54. This seal is the starting point from which the gp19 inner tail tube will grow. The length of the tube is controlled by a tape measure protein gp29, which extends from the hub to the tube end where the tail capping protein gp3 will bind. The tail sheath gp18 assembles around the inner tube, and finally the tail terminator protein gp15 binds to gp3 and the last row of gp18 subunits, making the tail ready to bind to the neck proteins in the head.

The final stage of tail assembly is incorporation of the long tail fibers to the base plate. The fibers also assemble independently, even starting from separate subassemblies. The long tail fiber of bacteriophage T4 is kinked; the proximal part of the fiber before the kink is formed by a single protein (gp34), while the distal part contains three different proteins: gp35, gp36, and gp37. The proximal and distal parts assemble separately, and then join before attaching to the baseplate. All long tail fiber proteins form trimers, except monomeric gp35 (notice the symmetry mismatch) that sits at the interface between the distal and proximal half fibers. Interestingly, the long fibers cannot join the tail until it is bound to the DNA-filled head. A similar assembly pathway has been described for non-contractile long tails. In podoviruses however, the short tail is not assembled as a separate entity, but it grows outward from the portal vertex on the virion capsid. The careful temporal regulation of these assembly processes is proved by the fact that, when any of the structural proteins is absent, viral morphogenesis is interrupted and the assembly intermediates previous to the disrupted step accumulate in the cell.

Scaffolding {#Sec001116}
-----------

Scaffolding elements are crucial for accurate assembly of large viral capsids. They are present in assembly intermediates (*e.g*. procapsids), but absent in the final, infective product. Their role is to facilitate interactions between capsid elements at the early stages of assembly, by promoting nucleation -- that is, putting together the viral proteins that may be highly diluted within the crowded cellular context. Scaffolds are also thought to stabilize weak interactions at the initial stages of assembly \[[@CR001162]\], while simultaneously allowing flexibility for mistake corrections. This last function is most important in large capsids, where the number of interactions to be checked for errors is correspondingly large. Finally, scaffolds have a role in determining the size and shape of viral capsids.

The most studied scaffold proteins are those present in tailed bacteriophages. For example, bacteriophage P22 (*Podoviridae*) scaffold is a 33 kDa protein. In the early stages of P22 morphogenesis, a procapsid is formed by 415 copies of the capsid protein, with approximately 300 molecules of scaffold inside. Unlike the capsid protein, the scaffold does not follow icosahedral symmetry; therefore, little is known about its organization in the assembly intermediate \[[@CR001145]\]. Scaffold proteins have been quite refractory to structural studies. Nuclear magnetic resonance and crystallographic studies on the scaffold of P22 and Φ29 indicate that they have a helical fold. Biophysical analyses indicate that many of them share an extended, rod-like shape and a tendency to dimerize in solution \[[@CR001163]\]. However, an equilibrium between different oligomeric forms seems to be required to achieve correct capsid assembly. Kinetic studies have revealed that in phage P22, scaffold is predominantly a dimer during assembly, but the presence of free monomers is absolutely required to complete the head. Kinetically trapped intermediates are observed when monomers are depleted by decreasing the ionic strength, while restoring it eliminates the trap and allows elongation to proceed. Phage scaffolds are usually ejected from the procapsid immediately before genome packaging. In P22 and Φ29, the intact protein exits the shell, and can be recycled in a new round of assembly. In other cases, the scaffold is removed *via* cleavage by a viral-encoded protease.

In spite of their apparently simple organization, some small bacteriophages, such as the Microvirus representative ΦX174 (T = 1), encode both internal and external scaffold proteins \[[@CR001163]\]. The ΦX174 internal scaffold protein (protein B) helps in the early stages of assembly by preventing aggregation of the capsid protein F into aberrant oligomers, and ensuring the recruitment of the vertex spike protein G. The C-terminal region of protein B (24 aminoacids) interacts with the capsid and can be observed in the crystal structure of the procapsid, while the rest is disordered and appears to be largely tolerant to mutations. On the contrary, the external scaffold protein D is highly ordered and sensitive to mutations. Protein D is absolutely required for elongation (to assemble capsid pentamers into a spherical particle), while protein B helps to make assembly efficient but is not strictly required: in the absence of B, viral particles can be formed, but the process requires overexpression of protein D and takes as much as ten times longer than in the presence of both scaffolds. It is believed that scaffold redundancy confers an evolutionary advantage to ΦX174 by facilitating extremely rapid replication cycles.

In the absence of scaffold, many phage capsid proteins have been observed to self-assemble into aberrant oligomers (tubes, elongated shells, T = 1 icosahedrons). It follows from these observations that scaffolding proteins are involved in determining the correct curvature in the interactions between capsomers, so that they can form a closed shell of the appropriate size to hold the viral genome. A remarkable proof of this size determination role comes from the P2/P4 phage system \[[@CR001164]\]. Phage P2 is a member of the *Myoviridae* family, with an assembly pathway similar to P22 that includes a T = 7 procapsid formed with the help of an internal scaffolding protein, gpO. Remarkably, P2 gpO combines the function of scaffold and protease, able to cleave itself and other shell components at later maturation stages. In the presence of P4, however, the whole assembly pathway is altered. P4 is a replicon that can exist either as a prophage or a free plasmid, and does not code for any major structural proteins. However, P4 is able to sequester players of the P2 assembly line to form small T = 4 capsids where only its smaller genome can fit, excluding that of P2 (Fig. [11.9](#Fig00119){ref-type="fig"}). This parasitic process is achieved by synthesis of a P4-encoded scaffold protein, Sid (SIze Determination protein). Sid forms an external scaffold on P2 assembly intermediates, forcing a narrower curvature and therefore a smaller icosahedral net. Unlike the internal scaffolds, P4 Sid forms a dodecahedral ordered cage that can be observed in cryo-electron microscopy reconstructions.Fig. 11.9Capsid size determination by scaffolding proteins: the P2/P4 phage system. *Left*: bacteriophage P2 T = 7 procapsid (EMDB ID EMD_5406). *Right*: the parasitic P4 T = 4 procapsid (EMDB ID EMD_5405). Note the Sid external scaffold restricting the shell size. The view is along a twofold icosahedral axis. Original maps have been filtered to a lower resolution for clarity. Color key indicates color changes with map radius

Although one can generally speak about scaffolding proteins, and indeed many viruses have such proteins, scaffolding functions can also be performed by flexible regions of the capsid proteins, which establish interactions during assembly that are later removed *via* conformational changes or cleavage by viral proteases. For example, bacteriophage HK97 (*Siphoviridae*) does not encode a scaffold protein. Instead, a 103 residue stretch at the N-terminus of the capsid protein, known as the delta-domain, performs the scaffold function \[[@CR001165]\]. The delta domain is located towards the interior of the capsid and mediates interactions between capsomers during assembly. Once the procapsid is completed, and before the DNA is packaged, the delta domain is cleaved out by the viral protease, allowing the transition to the next assembly intermediate \[[@CR001162]\]. Adenovirus may use a dual system, including both a separate scaffolding protein \[[@CR001166]\] and flexible regions of minor capsid proteins removed by the viral protease during maturation \[[@CR001167]\].

Maturation {#Sec001117}
----------

In complex viruses, piecing together a number of proteins into a capsule to host the genome is far from producing the final, infectious form. Instead, the newly formed particles (procapsids) need to undergo a series of morphological and/or stability changes to acquire their full infectious potential. This process is known as maturation. There is a double goal for maturation on the viral cycle: first, to produce virions stable enough to protect the genome from aggressive conditions in the extracellular milieu; and second, to prepare the viral particle for correct delivery of the genome into the new host cell.

In dsDNA bacteriophages, maturation encompasses large structural changes and protein rearrangements in the capsid, concomitant with scaffold removal and genome packaging. The capsid changes from a weak, labile object to a highly stable shell, ready to withstand the high internal pressure imposed by the tightly packed DNA inside \[[@CR001162]\] (see Chaps. 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_9, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_12, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_18, and 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_19). In other viruses, such as polio \[[@CR001168]\] or adenovirus \[[@CR001167]\], maturation does not end with an extremely stable shell, but with a metastable one. This difference with respect to the bacteriophage case is likely related to the mode of infection of these eukaryotic viruses. Instead of ejecting the genome across the plasma membrane leaving the capsid behind, polio and adenovirus are internalized in the cell, and must be disassembled within in a concerted fashion to ensure exposure of the genome at the appropriate place and time for successful replication. Maturation prepares these viruses to start the programmed uncoating sequence upon reception of the appropriate signal, for example attachment to the receptor, or pH changes along the endocytosis pathway. Interestingly, in adenovirus maturation is related to genome packaging in quite a unique way. The adenoviral protease, which is the main maturation agent, is packaged together with the viral genome thanks to its dsDNA binding ability, and uses the dsDNA itself as a cofactor to increase its catalytic activity several orders of magnitude \[[@CR00114]\].

Maturation processes are not restricted to icosahedral capsids: pleomorphic enveloped viruses such as retroviruses also undergo extensive structural rearrangements to become fully infectious \[[@CR00112]\]. A more extensive discussion on maturation for several different viruses can be found in 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_13.

Perspectives and Conclusions {#Sec001118}
============================

In the past decade, structural studies on complex viruses have greatly benefited from technical improvements in structural biology techniques such as those described in Chaps. 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_3, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_4, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_5, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_6, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_7, 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_8, and 10.1007/978-94-007-6552-8_9. As more details are known, it is becoming clear that many complex viruses that infect hosts far apart in evolution share common structural solutions.

For example, adenovirus, which infects vertebrates, has a striking structural similarity to PRD1, a bacteriophage with an internal membrane. The parallels between adenovirus and PRD1 extend from their DNA replication mechanisms, to their capsid architecture and the folding of their major capsid proteins \[[@CR00113], [@CR001111]\]. In the last years, more members of the PRD1-adenovirus family have been described or predicted, and the lineage now extends from viruses infecting bacteria or archaea, to the large nucleo-cytoplasmic DNA viruses such as Asfarvirus, Iridovirus and the giant Mimivirus \[[@CR00119]\]. All these viruses are built from the same kind of double 8-stranded β-barrel, pseudo-hexagonal capsomers arranged in different tiling systems, with triangulation numbers ranging between T = 21 and T = 169, and reaching up to 972 \< T \< 1,200 for the giant Mimivirus \[[@CR001121]\]. Intriguingly, even a scaffold protein of the non-icosahedral vaccinia virus folds as a double barrel pseudo-hexamer, indicating a possible common ancestor with icosahedral dsDNA viruses \[[@CR001169]\].

Adenovirus and PRD1 are not the only cases indicating an evolutionary relationship between animal and bacterial viruses. Herpesviruses, which infect all sorts of animal organisms, share many structural characteristics with tailed bacteriophage \[[@CR001114]\]. They follow a similar assembly pathway, starting from an empty procapsid formed with the help of scaffold, and maturing to a more angular shell *via* large structural rearrangements upon DNA packaging. Like tailed bacteriophage, one of the vertices is different from the rest and contains a 12-fold symmetric portal structure involved in genome encapsidation. Herpesvirus capsid protein folds with a topology very similar to that of the HK97 phage family; and like tailed phages, the packed genome forms concentric shells when observed in icosahedrally averaged EM reconstructions. Finally, structural parallels also exist between Cystoviruses (dsRNA bacteriophage, representative Φ6) and Reoviruses \[[@CR001170]\].

The fact that many complex viruses with different hosts share a common structural solution has evolutionary implications. First, since the design has been conserved throughout time, even after all traces of sequence similarity have disappeared, it must be a highly efficient arrangement. Second, it suggests that the architecture was established in the early stages of evolution, before the branches of the evolutionary tree diverged into the three kingdoms known today (archaea, bacteria and eukarya). One could wonder, then, if all complex viruses existing today fall within a limited number of structural solutions selected by their success early in evolution \[[@CR001171]\]. However, discovery of the unique architectures of archaeal viruses indicates that other structural solutions exist. Advances in high throughput virus isolation and structural characterization techniques will contribute to clarify this question.

In summary, complex viruses incorporate a wide range of molecules into their capsids, including specialized host interaction, genome packaging and cementing proteins; and in some cases membranes, either internal or external. Accommodation of the different components often requires deviations from high order symmetry, from mismatches to pleomorphism; and involves complex regulation of the assembly dynamics. Key elements in this regulation are: separate assembly lines, scaffold elements, and maturation processes. Host and virus evolution probably act hand in hand to optimize viral particle structure and morphogenesis.

*Also especially recommended for further reading are references* \[4, 9, 24, 32, 42, 54, 56, 62\] *listed above.*
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